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The Padfield Family are tremendously successful long distance enthusiasts from the heart 
of the Welsh mining country of Cwmtillery in South Wales. Following on from the success 
of their late father Albert, Dave & Vince Padfield have established a family of outstanding 
quality racing pigeons, flying to one of the most difficult areas in Great Britain. They rank 

amongst the best and most consistent fanciers in Europe. 



 
In this film Dave explains the history of his family’s involvement from their early days in 

the mining community up to the present day as one of the top lofts in the country. 
 

Dave takes you through their feeding, breeding, training and racing of old birds and young 
birds and internal loft design… and plenty more besides. 

Review by Jim Emerton: Dave in an articulate, hard-headed and intelligent manner presents 
this well earned and absorbing film. The family are on the crest of a wave with their birds as 

a result of some quality pigeons of mixed origins, continuously tested out to Barcelona 
International level, often against the prevailing winds into Wales. The key as well as good 

birds is the effort that Vince and Dave put into the methods and systems that they adopt in 
the year. I found much agreement with their desire/focus and practical determination - a 
master class of tough minded will by both men to test each bird at the distance. Having 
raced to 879 miles myself, I agree with their philosophy. Their performances through to 

Barcelona are remarkable. This film, along with past and future excellent results will cement 
their place as leading exponents of the art/science and craft of pigeon racing on the global 

stage, and others will aspire to their overall brilliance. A nice touch was the reference to the 
impact of other breeders on their colony of birds, where some systematic outbreeding is 

practiced. 

DVD duration 75 minutes. Filmed in 2014 by Countrywide Audio & Visual. 
 

Price £21.00 + £2.00 UK postage and packing. 
 

Order now directly from Elimar on 01606 836036.  
*Please have your card details to hand* 

 

 


